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Model discussion needed
The end of the 2017 North Atlantic
Hurricane Season will herald an
in-depth discussion and review
of the various risk modellers,
XL Group chief executive Mike
McGavick believes.
The major risk modellers – RMS,
AIR Worldwide, Karen Clark &
Co, CoreLogic and PCS – have all
released a variety of wide-ranging
loss estimates for the storms that
have battered the US and Caribbean
in recent months.
As McGavick noted, and as
highlighted in the table on page
three, there are some significant
disparities in the estimates published
by the various companies.
“In prior years, we wouldn’t have
seen this level of diversity among
their opinions and there almost
seems to be a counter-productive
incentive to gain the notoriety of
being the first or most dramatic, and
that’s not healthy,” said McGavick.
Improvements in technology
mean modellers are able to produce
estimates faster than ever before, and
XL Group’s CEO voiced his concern
at the perceived competition to get a
number out first.
“That’s not the point of the

“The point of the
exercise is to get it as
close to right as you
can. I think there will
be a meaningful review
of the modellers. There
needs to be.”
Mike McGavick, XL Group

exercise; the point of the exercise is
to get it as close to right as you can,”
McGavick said, adding: “I think
there will be a meaningful review of
the modellers. There needs to be.”
McGavick sympathized with the
modellers, accepting their job is far
from straightforward.

“I understand the pressure they’re
under, and it’s almost as though
the world looks at them and says
‘because you are modelling you
should be able to know before
everybody else’. So there’s this acute
pressure that somehow [they] must
not be as expert as [they] say if [they]
can’t be very fast. But I go back to it –
that is not the point of the exercise.”
Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and
Maria have forced the market to sit
up and take note, and rightly so with
combined losses from the storms set
to pass the $100bn mark.
“There were certain aspects of
the pattern of events that were
extraordinary,” said McGavick.
“You’ve got the rain in Houston
which was extraordinary. You’ve got
Puerto Rico taking it on the chin
like that, which was unusual. You’ve
got the storm that hits Florida which
is so large, it’s the longest storm to
be a Cat 5 in any ocean on record,
and it’s so large that it can hit Marco
Island in Naples [Florida] and cause
flooding in Jackson. Each of them
had a very interesting characteristic.
None of them in of themselves,
apart from the rain in Houston,
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were out of the model. Even the three
coming together isn’t out of the model,
although it is extreme.”
XL is a subscriber to the various major risk
modelling firms, although McGavick said
his company also utilizes its own models. He
pointed to Mid Ocean Reinsurance, which
XL acquired in 1998, as one of the pioneers
in the use of models. Indeed, McGavick
called Greg Hendrick, who previously
worked for Mid Ocean Reinsurance and now
serves XL Catlin as property and casualty
president, “one of the modelling geniuses”.
“We’ve always had a positive view of the
modellers, but also a healthy skepticism
about how we use them,” said McGavick.
“As the world becomes more modellingdriven, this kind of rushing [means
there is a] greater likelihood of error. A
greater dispersion of indications from the
modellers really doesn’t help them advance
their cause,” he added.
As such, McGavick predicts there will be
some discussion on the role modellers play
in the market.
“Once this season calms down, I think
there will be a lot of healthy conversations
about how should this work and what
should we expect in terms of reliability and
volatility among these providers.” l

Current HIM industry loss estimates
Hurricane Harvey

Loss estimate

RMS

Low $ billions

CoreLogic

$1.0bn-$2bn

$1.5bn

AIR Worldwide

$1.2bn-$2.3bn

$1.75bn

CoreLogic

$7.5bn-$11.5bn

$9.5bn

Karen Clark & Co

$15bn

$15bn

AIR Worldwide

>$10bn

RMS
Insurance Council of Texas

Midpoint

$25bn-$35bn

$30bn

$19bn

$19bn

Range:

$7.5bn-$35bn

$21.25bn

Hurricane Irma

Loss estimate

Midpoint

Karen Clark & Co

$32bn

$32bn

AIR Worldwide
CoreLogic

$32bn-$50bn

$41bn

$22.5bn-$27.0bn

$24.45bn

RMS

$35bn-$55bn

$45bn

PCS

$18.03bn

$18.03bn

US range:

$25bn-$35bn

$30bn

Caribbean range:

$7.0bn-$20bn

$13.5bn

Range:

$32bn-$55bn

$43.5bn

Hurricane Maria

Loss estimate

Midpoint

AIR Worldwide

$40bn-$85bn

$62.5bn

RMS

$15bn-$30bn

$22.5bn

Karen Clark & Co

$29.8bn

PCS
Range

$29.8bn
$21.89bn

$15bn-$85bn

$50.0bn

Source: Modelling agencies and The Insurance Insider

ILS London bill laid before UK parliament
Plans to turn London into a center for insurance linked securities (ILS) moved a step closer
after proposed legislation was laid before the UK parliament on Friday. The Risk Transformation
Regulations 2017 were put to the House of Commons at the Palace of Westminster for approval
from lawmakers. The move marks the next step in setting up a regulatory regime allowing
investors and ILS funds to carry out transactions in the city.
Conservative MP Mel Stride and Stephen Barclay, Economic Secretary to the Treasury, have
scheduled questions that will seek approval for the bill. If implemented, the regulations will
create a regulatory environment sufficiently competitive to allow London to compete with other
jurisdictions.
The regime will establish a framework for protected cell companies (PCC), ensure interest
payments from PCCs are not subject to a withholding tax, and make sure PCC sub-cells can be
created without the need for prior notification. Protected cell companies are a vital component
of ILS transactions as they require individual sub-cell structures to be isolated from one another.
Under the plans, interest paid to investors from sub-cells will not be subject to a withholding
tax; a levy often paid to the UK government on investments that have a UK source and pay
out annual interest. The time in which sub-cells can be created is critical for the success of the
regime, as other jurisdictions including Bermuda and the Cayman Islands are able to create
them within a five-day time frame.
In the next stage of the legislative process the bill will be assessed by the Joint Committee on
Statutory Instruments (JCSI), which must be achieved before the regulations can come into
force. The JCSI is tasked with considering all statutory instruments made in exercise of powers
granted by Acts of Parliament.
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Uncertainty will make 1/1 renewal harder
The uncertainty surrounding potential
losses in Puerto Rico following the
devastation wreaked by Hurricane Maria
will only make what is set to be a tough
January 1 renewal even more difficult.
That was the warning from Ross Howard
and Ed Hochberg, JLT Re’s executive
chairman and North America chief executive
respectively, who said the uncertainty around
the losses on the island and the time it
takes for repairs to be completed will be key
considerations in the ultimate loss figures
arising from Hurricane Maria.
Loss estimates from the major modelling
firms for Hurricane Maria vary wildly, from
RMS’ $15bn to $30bn, Karen Clark & Co’s
$29.7bn to AIR Worldwide’s $40bn to $85bn.
Questions over the availability of repair
staff and loss adjusters will only make the
job of assessing losses relating to Maria
more difficult, and many of these issues are
unlikely to be resolved before the January
1 renewal. Companies that can answer
some of those questions will be able to set
themselves apart from firms unable to do
so, said Howard.
“The companies that have loss adjusters
signed up and ready for when these

events happen will really succeed in the
marketplace because they will service their
clients and get the losses paid,” Howard
told Reactions, adding: “Their reinsurers
will get a feel for what the loss is, and they
probably won’t pay over the top for it, and
the good will that goes with that from their
clients will be strong.”
Howard said the loss adjusting aspect of
Maria “is a real problem and will drive up
the cost of claims”, noting “some companies
have already got [loss adjusters in place]
and they will be the winners”.
“The ultimate cost of [the adjusters]
won’t be found out by January 1 though,
and that’s why it will be a more difficult
renewal,” Howard explained.
Hochberg added that “there’s a lot of
uncertainty in the system right now”, and
explained one way to alleviate some of that
uncertainty is for insurers to provide as
much information as possible to reinsurers.
Howard explained that JLT Re is in a
strong position to help its clients because
it has experienced brokers who can handle
the complications associated with the
upcoming renewal.
“They also understand what the problems

will be,” said Howard, adding: “We’ve got
the experienced brokers who understand
it because they’ve been through it before.
We’ve hired a lot of new people in the US
who have a lot of experience and we have
a strong team in London who have been
through this before.”
“We’re going to need to provide our clients
with good information, with an analytic
approach, and throwing together a slipshod
slip with a take-it-or-leave-it price is not
going to fly in this market,” said Hochberg,
adding: “Uncertainty works against you in
a market like this. In a softening market, it’s
not so much of an issue for underwriters.
In a hardening market, that uncertainty is
priced for. It’s a different dynamic.”
Howard said: “Not getting back to
underwriters with answers to questions
they have asked is just not going to wash.
They’re going to want everything there as
they’ll have a lot of submissions, and they’ll
look to the ones with a lot of information
where it’s easy to come up with the pricing.
We’ve been making it very clear that the
submissions have to be up to date because
the underwriters will need as much
information as possible.” l

S&P drops Lloyd’s outlook to negative
The Society of Lloyd’s has seen the outlook
on its A+ insurer financial strength (FSR)
and long-term counterparty credit (CCR)
ratings revised to negative from stable by
S&P Global Ratings.
The agency, which also affirmed Lloyd’s
FSR and CCR, explained that the hurricane
losses sustained by One Lime Street “have
made it more challenging for the market
to restore its capitalization to a level
consistent with the current rating”.
Lloyd’s announced earlier in the week that
its estimated net exposure to Hurricanes
Harvey and Irma stands at $3.3bn. Claims
from Hurricane Maria are also expected to
take a significant toll on Lloyd’s.
These losses come at a time when S&P
believes Lloyd’s capitalization has already
4 | www.reactionsnet.com

deteriorated over the course of 2016 and
2017 owing to a higher level of catastrophe
exposure and premium growth, the latter

of which relates to foreign exchange
movements.
S&P believes that Lloyd’s will be able to
restore its capitalization to the AAA level
in its model, thereby allowing the market
to retain its A+ rating. But significant
uncertainties remain.
These uncertainties include further
major losses, weaker than anticipated
rate recovery or members opting to take
advantage of rate revivals outside of their
Lloyd’s operations.
But S&P also said the outlook could be
revised back to stable if Lloyd’s manages
to remain attractive to its members and
restores its capital position to the AAA
level through strong earnings in 2018
and 2019. l
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How do you
spell tomorrow?
TMR.
Tomorrow is about looking beyond profit to
do what’s right.
While other companies provide reinsurance, we provide
confidence. We are there for you in your times of need. We think
through your challenges with you. And then, when the time
comes, we will catch you, because we know that collaboration,
transparency and trust are the path to…tomorrow.
Learn more at tokiomillennium.com

SCOR

Property cat market prepares for
corrective measures
The US property cat market will be a different place after the recent series of events, according to Augustin Gas,
US property team leader at SCOR Global P&C.
What direct impact will 2017’s nat cats
have on SCOR?
It is still too early to get the full picture but
we believe that SCOR Global P&C’s US
property market share is generally lower
in the affected regions compared with
other parts of the US and the world. In the
past few years, we have been cautious in
deploying US CAT capacity by targeting
clients with a multi-line and long term
reinsurance strategy. While SCOR is #4 in
global market share, we were somewhere in
the 20s among Florida specialists in 2016
and probably lower in 2017.
In any case, we are well protected against
extreme cat events both in terms of severity
and/or frequency with a retrocession
program that is part of our strong capital
shield strategy. It should protect the group
from the occurrence of further events in
2017.

What effect will the events have on
property cat renewals for US property
insurers?
With more than $100bn of insured
losses in Q3 there will definitely be some
correction in the reinsurance market.
After five years of softening rates, US
CAT focused reinsurers will suffer. They
maintained artificially good results in the
absence of significant events; 2017 will
force a recalibration of CAT rates in order
to provide realistic expected ROE figures.
ILS funds will experience significant
losses in both collateralised reinsurance
and retrocession. They are now dominant
in the retrocession market. Even if a large
portion of the covers does not result in a
loss, the exposed collateral will be trapped,
due to the extension periods mechanism.
The funds will require higher margins
to support this extra cost. However, this
effect could be mitigated by the amount
of new capacity mobilized for 2018 or by
negotiated settlements.
6 | www.reactionsnet.com

The demand for reinsurance will increase
in two ways: insurers who needed back up
covers might consider buying additional
limit upfront. Also, models will be
recalibrated as more is learned about storm
surge/floods – but also to take into account
the increased demand surge following a
series of large events.
There will be a correction on the primary
side. I expect to see large increases in
Texas and Florida where primary rates
have fallen by at least 30% since 2013 due
to overcapacity and benign CAT activity.
Some insurers and MGAs who have grown
significantly over the past few years in
affected areas will bear a disproportionate
share of the losses and will need to review
their strategy and pricing for flood policies,
in the coastal areas in particular.

Specifically, how will the events
influence SCOR’s approach to US
renewals?
SCOR Global P&C will be in a strong
position to deliver the profitable growth
identified in our strategic plan “Vision in
Action”. Brokers and our targeted clients
already know of our ambition to remain,
and in some cases become a Tier One
reinsurer in their panel. Those events and
SCOR’s rating upgrades will allow us to
accelerate our plan. When a client needs
more capacity to diversify or to improve
the security of its reinsurance panel,
SCOR Global P&C should be the first
reinsurer they contact.

Beyond the effect on cat
pricing, will the events
force property insurers to
take another look at how they
structure their reinsurance
programs?
I think overall demand
for reinsurance will rise
as insurers try to limit

their future losses. However, retentions
on low working layers will increase if the
price for underlying, low attaching layers is
onerous.
Commissions must reduce and the
target should be in the low 20%. This is
a long term evolution as insurers will
progressively lower their internal costs,
automating some of the underwriting and
claims processes.
The recent events will underline some of
the issues linked to collateralised covers:
namely, they don’t offer a reinstatement
and there’s no certainty of renewal. After
an event a fund might not be able to attract
new capital and honor its renewal share.

What do you think should happen to
National Flood Insurance Program?
Around 80% of homeowners are uninsured
for flood, so the insurance gap on flood
is huge. The NFIP may have been the
best solution 50 years ago when private
insurance could not assess the risk
properly, but I think the situation is
different now. The two decades following
Hurricane Andrew showed that the private
(re)insurance sector, with the help of
sophisticated research and technology,
could model, price and accumulate
hurricane and earthquake risks. It can do
the same for floods.

Do you think the “HIM” events
will have some surprises for US
property-casualty re/insurers?
Harvey will be a very complex
event for the insurance industry.
We saw what happened with the
Thai floods in 2011 and that when
a cat happens in a large industrial
area, there are widespread
ramifications as many
lines of business,
including liability,
are impacted. l
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D&O tug of war
Firms underwriting directors’ and officers’
coverage can expect to see an impact on
pricing due to an increase in class action
lawsuits according to Sarah Downey, D&O
product leader for Marsh’s US financial
product practice.
“Competition is developing and offering
creative cover expansion, but we expect
there may be an impact on D&O pricing
due to increased class action,” she said.
“Hurricanes Harvey and Irma could
impact this as well,” she added.
Lawsuits have already been filed in the
wake of an explosion at one of chemical
manufacturer Arkema’s plants, as well
as against the Army Corps of Engineers,
following claims that it flooded homes and
business by allowing a controlled release of
water that impacted properties, whereas the
actual hurricane would have spared them.
According to research from Nera
Economic Consulting, securities and class
action filings in US federal courts increased

76% for the first half of the year to a total
of 246, compared with 140 in the first half
of 2016.
This is despite the actual number of
companies listed in the US having dropped
dramatically over the past decade.
There were 300 class action suits filed in
2016. There were a total of 5,743 companies
listed in the US during that year.
In 1996, where there were 131 class
actions filed, alongside a total of 8,783
companies listed in the US.
According to Aon Risk Solutions, D&O
pricing dropped by 7% for the second
quarter of 2017, compared with a decrease
of 8.7% during the first quarter of the year,
representing a slight moderation in rates
for the period.
This however comes off the back of
worsening rate decreases which continued
from the third quarter of 2016, to the
second quarter of the year.
Examples of tougher stances towards

boardroom misconduct can be seen across
the globe, but prices remain depressed
for the time being, with the sharpest
decrease over the past five years of 16.5%
experienced just last year.
“In addition to regulatory uncertainty in
the US, whistle-blower bounty programs
have been initiated in Canada, and
are under consideration in Australia,”
said Downey.
“The Panama Papers resulted in
investigative task forces, while several
Western civil law countries are
transforming their litigation to hold
companies responsible for employee
corruption, most notably in Brazil,”
she added.
Additionally France’s Sapin II law
introduced fines of up to €5m for legal
entities as well as ancillary sanctions for
bribery, corruption, and influence peddling
earlier this year, while Malaysia introduced
a Company Code of conduct as well. l

ILS Investors react positively to HIM losses
The insurance linked securities (ILS)
market has held up to the recent North
American hurricanes while also presenting
opportunities to investors who have been
on the fence about the sector.
“I think generally, with all the events of
this year, I’ve been positively encouraged
by the reaction of investors,” said Todor
Todorov, senior investment consultant,
head of ILS research, Willis Towers
Watson (pictured).
“There definitely hasn’t been panic as
they see losses coming through their
investments and their funds. These
are expected.”
“When you see CNN
broadcasting the flooded areas
24/7, it’s something that helps
explain where these losses are
coming from,” Todorov added.
There had been concerns in
the past that the market
would fold, or fail to pay

out in the face a major catastrophe. But
such scenarios have failed to materialize
and the market has instead now become
more attractive for side-line investors,
Todorov claimed.
“There are still the types of investors that
have been sitting on the side-lines, wanting
to build a strategic allocation but finding it
difficult to justify after a trend of number
of years of premiums contracting.
“It’s an optimistic type of investment,
but for this type of investor, even a slight
uptick in pricing will justify to them to
start this strategic allocation,” he
said. “For them, this is actually a
decent entry point.”
“As of summer 2017, the
risk premium was quite tight.
Investors took stock of their
options in the space, and upon
this review realized that their
realistic expected return from
their ILS allocation didn’t

necessarily meet their cost of capital, which
automatically led to some decisions around
rebalancing, taking chips off the table,
and in some cases completely exiting the
market, although this is relatively rare.
“But with this in mind, recent losses
probably brought a lot of those allocations
pretty much down to the new target
that the investors had in mind over the
summer,” Todorov added.
Peter DiFiore, managing director at
Cartesian Re, agreed that this might be
the catalyst that indecisive investors would
need to jump into the space, although
it was not the type of event that would
precipitate double digit returns.
“I think there’s a large segment of
potential investors out there who are
waiting for something,” said DiFiore.
“There are the groups that are waiting for
the big dislocations and the double digit
returns, but I think they’re happy to move
in presently,” he said. l
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London insurers will take cat loss hit
London market insurers are likely to take a
significant hit to earnings as a result of Q3
hurricane and earthquake losses, according
to a report from Fitch Ratings.
Earnings for 2017 across the London
market are likely to be significantly reduced
from 2016 as the market absorbs claims
from Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria
and the recent Mexico earthquakes.
In a commentary published alongside
its London market insurance Autumn
Dashboard report, the ratings agency
said it also expected the combined ratio
for the Lloyd’s of London market to be
significantly above 100%.
Lloyd’s of London losses for Harvey and
Irma are likely to be in the region of $4.5bn,
based on RMS’s estimate that claims could
reach between $75bn and $120bn.
Meanwhile, Beazley said the impact of the
three hurricanes on 2017 earnings is likely
to be around $150m – roughly equivalent
to half of 2016 earnings.
Fitch said that low levels of catastrophe
losses in the first half of the year had
masked some loss ratio deterioration
experienced by London market insurers as
a result of pricing pressures.

Insurers’ earnings have also been
supported by positive prior-year reserve
development in the first half of 2017, which
has subsequently been offset to a degree by
factors including the change to the Ogden
discount rate in February 2017.
“Reserve releases reduced Lloyd’s of
London’s combined ratio by 1.6% in 1H17.
However, some insurers reported stronger
reserve releases: Lancashire, Hiscox and
Beazley’s reserve releases reduced their
combined ratios by 18pp, 10pp and 9pp

respectively in 1H17,” the report said.
In its report, the ratings agency also
underlined a slow up in pricing decline
that it said began during renewals in the
first half of the year.
“The biggest rate declines were
experienced by large property, energy and
terrorism lines, with Beazley reporting an
overall rate reduction on renewal business
of 9% for energy and 11% for terrorism,”
the report added.
Earlier this month, The Hanover
insurance group, which owns Londonbased specialty insurer Chaucer, issued
a preliminary loss estimate of between
$185m and $225m for the hurricanes and
Mexican earthquakes.
Chaucer’s pre-tax losses are estimated
to lie between $115m and $135m, net of
reinsurance.
Hiscox has published a combined
estimate of $225m for claims it will have
to pay arising from hurricanes Irma and
Harvey. The figure excludes coverage from
the US-government backed National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP) and is based on
insured market loss estimates of $35bn for
Irma and $25bn for Harvey. l

Argo hires Higley from The Hartford
Argo Group has named industry veteran
David Higley as head of US property and
inland marine. Higley joins the firm from
The Hartford where he served as vice
president, head of marine and livestock
segments. He has more than two decades’
industry experience and before working
at The Hartford served Allianz Global
and Corporate Specialty as a market
management executive.
In the new position, Higley will lead
Argo’s US property unit, made up of
Alteris Property, Colony Specialty Property
and Ariel Specialty Insurance Managers.
He will also lead the group’s inland
marine division.
Ron Vindivich, president, E&S, Colony
Specialty, said: “This is a significant step
8 | www.reactionsnet.com

in simplifying Argo’s property business
in an effort to enhance service and
accelerate growth.
“David’s extensive industry expertise,
proven ability to lead profitable books of
business, and established network of strong
client relationships make him the ideal
candidate to realize the full potential of our
US property business,” he added.
Higley’s appointment is the latest in
a spate of hires across the insurance
group as Argo pursues an international
growth strategy.
Former Travelers executive Steve Eccles
joined the group in early October when he
was appointed chief underwriting officer
for Argo Group’s international business.
He has 30 years of experience, and joins

from Travelers where he served as active
underwriter of syndicate 5000 as well as
a director on the boards of both Travelers
Insurance Company, and Travelers
Syndicate Management.
Meanwhile, in July the group named
Matt Harris as head of its Europe and Asia
operations, while Dominic Kirby joined
ArgoGlobal as managing director.
Harris joined from a leadership role at
AIG’s south east Asia operation, while
Kirby was previously head of Ariel Re and
managing director at Torus Underwriting
Management.
Ron Vindivich was appointed to lead
Argo Group’s US excess and surplus lines
division in August, replacing Art Davis
who left the company. l
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BERMUDA BASE. GLOBAL REACH.

We may enjoy the stability and security of our Bermuda
base but that doesn’t mean we have an island mentality.
We are citizens of the world, with offices in London, Zurich,
Doha, Dubai and Singapore. Our capital base is strong
and our outlook is truly cosmopolitan. Little wonder then
that we’re rated A Stable by S&P Global and A (Excellent)
by A.M. Best. Contact us at www.qatarreinsurance.com
or come and have a chat at one of the trade shows.
And introduce us to your world.

GUY CARPENTER

Just say “know” to insurtech
By Claude Yoder, Global Chief Innovation and Product Development Officer, Guy Carpenter & Company, LLC.

I

nsurtech’s impact on the insurance
industry is surging, reminding us of the
influence that technological change and
growth bring to the modern consumer
and business landscapes and individual
industries – the development of fintech
within financial services being an example.
To gain the advantages promised, as
insurtech offerings proliferate, companies
need to know the opportunities afforded;
know their own strengths and capabilities
for engagement; and know their clients’
needs and expectations.
The right insurtech investment decisions
can bring potential value-add opportunities
to many areas including The Internet of
Things (IoT), infrastructure, artificial
intelligence, robotics, machine learning
and data ingestion. Similarly, fundamental
aspects of insurance operations – claims,
underwriting, policy administration,
customer experience, operations, call
centers and marketing, have all been
influenced by the exponential rise of
technology. Insurtech has significant
potential to be deployed as part of a
business model where companies have
deeper “touchpoints” with consumers.
The insurtech marketplace is expanding
through new startups and existing
companies that are gaining a deeper
understanding of both the incremental and
the transformational potential of insurtech.
Its reach is increasingly broad and is
the evolutionary next step for insurance
through the combination of data, analytics
and technology (DAT) in new and
innovative ways. DAT supports services
and capabilities that allow the industry to
more efficiently and effectively drive down
costs and increase client value. The most
valuable insurtech capabilities incorporate
all three components of DAT in order to:
• more effectively use available data;
• create new insights through advanced
analytics; and
• serve output to users through mobileenabled technology.
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Is data the hard part?
In many ways, the proliferation of data
across the modern, connected landscape
has driven more innovation than either
analytics or technology. Is “having” the
data a key consideration for insurtech
markets and the larger insurance
ecosystem? Some data sources are publicly
available and easily accessible, while
others are clearly proprietary – such
as driver behavior captured through a
vendor’s telematics application. Capturing
information in real time through sensors
or mobile devices is the newest process for
the collection of data for analytics.
While startups do not have a long history
of data, their nimbleness and creativity
allow them to collect rich data quickly.
Some of these firms are collecting new
data through their own applications. With
sophisticated analytics, they can also mine
the data more effectively to find nuggets of
insight that drive solutions. The mining of
this data is just one of the ways insurtech
firms will gain a foothold in the larger
insurance community.

What should carriers be doing?
One success factor for companies is the
ability to identify partnerships and make
investments that leverage a firm’s key
capabilities and recognize shortcomings
that could threaten strategies and growth.
To do that, it is critical for companies
to understand their own DAT footprint
and capabilities and how companyspecific DAT capabilities relate to broader
insurtech trends. This understanding
highlights capability gaps and
allows strategic direction to be set
for a company to move toward
desired products and services.
The challenge is that the broader
trends are increasingly dynamic
– the targets for “best in class”
and even for customers’
minimum expectations
are being redefined

constantly. Companies must find ways to
monitor constantly and accelerate their
responses to market shifts.

Compelling trends for growth
Insurtech funding has increased by 65
percent per year in terms of investment
dollars and has risen 44 percent per year
based on the number of deals between
2011 and 2016.1
Given the exponential rise in interest in
this space, participating companies would
benefit by focusing on areas with the
most potential for success and value-add
within the insurance ecosystem. Providers
and startups have proliferated, each with
a unique capability for leveraging DAT.
Several that received the most funding
and attention leveraged all three pillars
to create a compelling business case for
investment.
The space is naturally dynamic and
influenced by many factors outside its
control. For example, there is a natural
interest in cyber-related risks and how to
identify, quantify and control them. Several
new startups profess strong capabilities
in distilling this complex risk area into
digestible pieces for insurers and their
insureds. With cyber perils and exposure
still an emerging risk, it is difficult to
determine which vendors will be the
“winners and losers.” Deciding which
capabilities will meaningfully impact
business and which vendors can deliver
them requires careful consideration and
will be a necessity for keeping pace with or
staying ahead of the competition.
Expanding the cyber scenario
into potentially all other risk areas
and “saying know” to insurtech
is critical to avoiding missteps
and making the right investment
decisions for companies seeking
profitable growth. l
Footnote:
1. CB Insights “Insurance Tech Startups
Raise $1.7B across 173 Deals in 2016”,
January 5, 2017.
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ILS innovations picking up pace

I

nsurance linked securities investors are
continuing to innovate at a rapid pace,
while the impacts of Hurricanes Harvey,
Irma and Maria (HIM) have opened up
new opportunities as well.
The impact of recent North America
disasters on the catastrophe bond market
has recently taken center stage, the rapid
pace at which new products have been
developed over the past year alone
highlights the flexibility of the sector.
Risks such as cyber may soon be more
regularly covered by the ILS market due
to the development of new databases such
as PCS Global Cyber which was released
in September. PCS’ Global Marine and
Energy product was first released in April
this year, and was utilized just a short while
later in the third quarter of the year as a
trigger by Twelve Capital.
One catastrophe bond lite transaction was
completed on a blockchain platform earlier
this year, following a proof of concept
test that showcasing the potential for
blockchain to reduce frictional costs in the
ILS space. This rapid pace of innovation in
the ILS space looks set to continue, with
the impacts of HIM unlikely to slow the
market down.
According to PCS, 28 out of the 31
catastrophe bonds completed so far this
year have had some exposure to North
America, but due to the risk profile of recent
catastrophes in the region the market is not
expected to incur heavy losses.
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Hurricane Harvey was mainly a flood
event, which catastrophe bonds are not
particularly exposed to, while Hurricane
Maria impacted Puerto Rico, a region
where coverage is sparse.
There were concerns that Irma would
trigger multiple bonds in Florida, but its
impact was much less catastrophic than
it could have been owing to a last minute
shift away from Miami. Investors have
therefore found themselves facing losses,
but not as significant as once feared.
According to Standard & Poor’s, the
impact of the recent storms has highlighted
exposures and regions of opportunity
for both insurers and catastrophe bond
investors including the chance to delve
into flood losses, as well as the potential
to move into Puerto Rico where exposures
have built up but penetration remains low.
While the majority of the catastrophe
bond market managed to weather the
storms fairly well, there were exceptions,
including Everest Re’s Kilimanjaro Re 2014I Class B bond, which was downgraded
by S&P (from BB to B and placed on
CreditWatch Developing), following an
erosion of its retention layer as a result of
the three storms.
Overall the Kilimanjaro Re series of
catastrophe bonds consists of $2.8bn of
multi-year collateralised capacity including
aggregate protection for losses arising in
Texas, Florida and Puerto Rico.
The third largest catastrophe bond

ever at $1.25bn was sponsored through
Kilimanjaro Re earlier this year, and
included exposures to US and Puerto Rico
storms and earthquakes.
MultiCat Re was the only bond out of
those 28 that did not include US risks, but
did end up being triggered by the series of
earthquakes in Mexico.
There were losses to other annual
aggregate bonds rated by S&P as well,
but those were not significant enough to
warrant a downgrade.
Elsewhere, as PCS Q3 2017 Catastrophe
Bond Report highlighted, there have been
further developments in the market. An
increasing number of bonds that have been
issued include coverage for Canada.
According to PCS, seven catastrophe
bonds have been completed this year which
include coverage for Canada.
“In the second quarter, two Kilimanjaro
Re issuances included coverage for
Canada, with $1.25bn in aggregate limit,
followed by Spectrum Capital at $430m
and Northshore Re at $350m,” the PCS
report said.
“Riverfront Re included Canada in an
indemnity triggered transaction using PCS
for independent catastrophe designation.
Finally, Fortius Re, completed in the
third quarter, includes Canada and uses
an indemnity trigger. In all, sponsors
raised $2.8bn through transactions that
included Canada, the most robust year in
catastrophe bond market history.” l
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New cyber breach notification law

A

nnounced in the aftermath of the
Equifax breach, the Secure and
Protect Americans’ Data Act is set to
put a national cyber breach notification law
into effect.
While the law would not directly impact
insurers as it is aimed at entities under
the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), such regulation would
serve to drastically lower legal fees for
insurers writing cyber business according
to experts.
“One huge issue is that each and every
state is handling breach notifications
differently,” Erica Davis, senior vice
president and head of specialty products
errors and omissions at Zurich Group, said
in a hearing concerning cyber security
where she represented the American
Insurance Association.
“The legal costs associated with this
could add up, so standardization of breach
notifications would be beneficial,” she said.
Shiraz Saeed, national practice leader
for cyber risk at Starr Companies, agreed
that federal regulation could save insurers
money. “Traditional logic would say
that standardization would lead to lower
costs, so a standard federal law relating
to responsibilities corporations have
relating to protecting private information
or managing cyber risk could lead to
lower costs relating to notifications and
other incident response expenses your
organization might incur.”
“That being said, we currently do not
have any concrete data to corroborate this,”
he added.
The bill, which was introduced to
the House of Representatives, would
standardize data security and protection
for covered entities across the nation
regardless of industry.
The Secure and Protect Americans’
Data Act describes covered entities as any
organization, corporation, trust, partnership,
sole proprietorship, unincorporated
association, or venture over which the
Federal Trade Commission has authority
over pursuant to section 5 of the FTC Act,
as well as common carries subject to the
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Communications Act of 1934, as well as
non-profit organizations, even those exempt
from taxation. Section 5 of the FTC Act
prohibits unfair or deceptive practices in or
affecting commerce.
Similarly to the New York State cyber
regulations that went into effect earlier
this year, the proposed bill would require a
written cyber security policy, as well as the
appointment or identification of an officer
responsible for managing cyber security.
It would also require the establishment
of a process for disposing of personally
identifiable information as well as oversight
of those who have access to such information.
Firms would be required to report a
breach as soon as possible, but no later
than 30 days after it is discovered, with
extensions to that notification period not to
extend beyond one year.
The cyber-attack on Equifax, one of the
three largest consumer credit reporting
agencies in the US, ended with the theft of
145 million US consumers’ personal data,
including social security numbers, birth
dates and addresses.
“This may be the most harmful failure
to protect private consumer information
the world has ever seen,” read a press
release from the House Financial Services
Committee.
“Given the federal government’s own
poor track record when it comes to
protecting personal information, we must
be cautious about attempts to “never let
a good crisis go to waste” and impose a

Washington-forced technology solution.
That may be antiquated as soon as it is
imposed. However, we do need a consistent
national standard for both data security
and breach notification in order to better
protect our consumers, hold companies
accountable and assure that this affair does
not repeat itself.”
In addition to the Secure and Protect
Americans’ Data Act bill, the Data
Protection Act of 2017 was introduced the
same day.
That bill aims to strengthen the safeguards
that companies have in place in order to
ensure the security of personally identifiable
information by tasking firms to abide
by best practices issued by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology,
as well confirming that they have taken
reasonable steps to safeguard data.
This bill classifies a covered entity as
a firm over which the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) has jurisdiction, and
also maintains the personally identifiable
information of more than 100,000
individuals.
While standardization provided by the
Secure and Protect Americans’ Data Act
would logically serve to drive legal fees
down, the issue of pre-emption of state law
could actually lead to increased confusion
and associated legal costs if not handled
properly according to Jeff Norton, cyber
underwriter at Beazley.
“While a federal standard would provide
some level of simplification, it would likely
make the legal aspect of a breach more
complicated as state laws would still exist,”
he told Reactions.
“It would be nearly impossible for the
federal standard to line up with the many
variances across state laws. Also, it may not
encompass all the potential data points which
could be exposed in a breach,” he added.
While the full implementation remains
to be seen, the bill would pre-empt
state breach notification laws, although
enforcement of the act will fall to the
individual states and their existing
penalties for running afoul of the state
notification laws. l
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US P&C in “sound financial condition”
The US insurance industry “reported a
year of mixed financial performance, but in
the aggregate remained in sound financial
condition” come the end of 2016.
That was the summary from the Federal
Insurance Office (FIO), before pointing to
the record end of year surplus of $380.7bn
posted by the US life and health industry
and the $712.3bn recorded by the property
and casualty (P&C) market. The latter
figure was generated despite the P&C sector
suffering an underwriting loss in 2016.
However, as the FIO’s recently published
Annual Report on the Insurance Industry
highlights, the positive P&C result was
achieved on the back of net premiums
which increased by 2.5% year on year to a
new record level of $534bn.
While the growth may be regarded as
positive, the level of increase was actually
less than in prior years.
By the end of 2015, the US P&C market
had seen net premiums rise by 3.5% year
on year. At the prior year in 2014, net
premiums had grown by 4.3% year on year.
Turning back to 2016, direct premiums
written in the US personal lines space
increased by 5.8% year on year, while direct
premiums written in the commercial lines
business grew by 1.3% on the prior year
period.
“Net reinsurance premiums ceded
increased by 10.4%, but the dollar amount
of this increase was small relative to the
gain in personal lines premiums, and
supported the growth in net premiums
written,” the FIO report highlighted.
“Modest economic growth in the
United States and premium rate increases
continued to drive overall premium
growth, with private passenger auto
liability and auto physical damage leading
the way,” the study states.
“Premiums written in personal lines of
insurance grew slightly faster than those in
commercial lines,” the report said.
“The P&C sector reported net income
of $44bn in 2015, lower than the $58bn
reported in 2015 and the $65bn reported
in 2014,” the FIO report states, adding:
“Underwriting losses of $2bn – as
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FIO Annual Report
2016
rank

Insurance group

2016 Direct premiums
written ($bn)

Share of total (%)

1

Chubb Ltd

16.48

5.61

2

Travelers Companies Inc

16.46

5.6

3

Liberty Mutual Group

14.05

4.78

4

American International Group

13.08

4.45

5

Zurich Insurance Group

12.55

4.27

6

CNA Financial Corp

9.76

3.32

7

Nationwide Mutual Group

8.34

2.83

8

Hartford Financial Services Group Inc

7.68

2.61

9

Bertkshire Hathaway Inc

7.65

2.6

10

Tokio Marine Group

6.25

2.13

2015 Direct premiums
written ($bn)

Share of total (%)
5.71

2015
rank

Insurance group

1

Chubb Ltd

16.68

2

Travelers Companies Inc

16.35

5.6

3

American International Group

15.92

5.45

4

Liberty Mutual Group

13.8

4.73

5

Zurich Insurance Group

13.4

4.59

6

CNA Financial Corp

9.2

3.15

7

Nationwide Mutual Group

8.4

2.88

8

Hartford Financial Services Group Inc

7.64

2.61

9

Bertkshire Hathaway Inc

7.06

2.42

10

Tokio Marine Group

5.96

2.04

Source: 2017 FIO Annual Report and SNL Financial

“Modest economic growth
in the United States and
premium rate increases
continued to drive overall
premium growth.”
compared to underwriting gains of $11bn
in 2015 – primarily caused the overall
decline in net income.”
As the FIO report notes, underwriting
activities in the US P&C market failed
to produce a positive result for the first
time since 2012. The US P&C market’s
combined ratio of 100.7% represented a
2.7 percentage point increase on the prior
year’s result.
“The increase in the combined ratio was
driven by higher catastrophe losses and
higher loss trends in both commercial and

personal automobile lines of business,” the
FIO report stated.
The P&C market’s overall result was
further dampened owing to investment
yields reaching new lows.
Net investment income for the US P&C
market in 2016 fell by 2.7% year on year to
$47bn, while the net yield on invested assets
dropped by 14 basis points to 3.04%. This
represents the lowest net yield level in the
past 10 years, according to the FIO. Turning
to what the FIO expects to report next year,
the government body predicted the industry’s
financial performance will be impacted by
Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria.
“In addition, interest rates are expected
to continue to place pressure on insurer
margins in the near term, as indicated by
the trajectory of investment yields during
the first half of the year,” it said. l
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Parametric advances help insure new risks

A

dvances in modelling technology
and more precise parametric triggers
are helping to make previously
uninsurable risks more attractive to
carriers, according to Swiss Re.
Due to a rise in the prominence of
intangible risks facing the corporations
of today compared with those 30 years
ago, insurers have found it increasingly
difficult to offer coverage for seemingly
unquantifiable risks.
According to Swiss Re’s Commercial
Insurance: Innovating to Expand the
Scope of Insurability report, parametric
triggers could provide coverage for events
previously deemed uninsurable.
The firm also noted the difficulty in
hedging liability exposures with parametric
solutions due to the lack of objective and
independent indices, compared with the
clear-cut measurements available when it
comes to catastrophe events.
“Data reflecting those exposures must
exist in order to create an associated index,”
reads the report.
Insurance coverage is failing to keep
pace with intangible risks such as those
impacting reputation. Rising fears about
the extent to which cyber risk faces most
companies that do business across the globe
is also a concern. Extensive modelling
would be key in developing parametric
triggers for such perils, with industry giants
already moving towards creating products to
help manage these exposures.
However, cyber models remain in their
infancy owing to the lack of extensive data
involving such attacks. Such risks present
the danger of unknown aggregation as
well. Physical risks present a clear cut
loss scenario that can be maximized and
planned for, while intangible risks are not
always as clear cut.
Cyber and other operational and strategic
risks can be compounded, and in a
single event could go from manageable
to uninsurable depending on how it
is handled. One example is the crisis
that Volkswagen found itself in after its
misconduct involving vehicle emissions
was brought to light.
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The ensuing scandal caused the firm’s
sales to drop by almost 10% according
to Daniel Laufer, Associate Professor at
Victoria University of Wellington.
This drop in sales was a separate loss
scenario from the billions that the firm
was forced to pay out in fines following
the revelation that it had been cheating
emissions tests in Europe as well as the US.
The uptick is that associated data is
slowly but surely becoming available
and as such, modelling firms have begun
looking into how to quantify the previously
unquantifiable.
Lloyd’s of London in collaboration with
AIR Worldwide recently developed a
stochastic modelling methodology for
liability accumulation risk, which maps
economic relationships in order to create
liability ‘storm tracks’, that provide a
structured way of analyzing casualty events,
regardless of risk classification.
This methodology mirrors catastrophe
modelling, by segregating risks similarly
to how catastrophe risks are separated by
region. The fact that such a methodology
has been brought to market just earlier
this year punctuates the nascent nature of
liability modelling for insurers.
Additionally at least one firm called Alva,
a media monitoring and analysis company,
has developed a reputation tracker, that
measures public sentiment towards a firm
following a security breach via a score that
takes into account regulatory backlash,

comments from politicians, investor
sentiment, media portrayal, and customer
satisfaction (mainly through social media
presence).
Such a score can then be graphed and
updated over time, giving an objective look
at how a firm’s reputation shifts post-event.
Such data-driven insights are the backbone
of any parametric trigger.
On a small scale parametric triggers have
been utilized for scale non-catastrophe
risks by insurers such as Chubb, which
has used such triggers to back its flight
delay product which promises to pay out
automatically in the case of a flight being
delayed based off of information from
FlightStats, a provider of real time global
flights data.
Axa also recently launched a flight
insurance product utilizing blockchain
to organize a pre-established pay-out to
customers based on a triggering event, in
this case a canceled or delayed flight.
The shift from plant, property
equipment and inventory to intellectual
property, networks and platforms, data,
and customer relationships has been
punctuated by a slow but steady adjustment
to coverage of the risks.
According to Swiss Re, the ability to
transfer risk has always been low in the
areas of strategic, political, economic
compliance and operational exposures, but
these are exactly the type of risks companies
increasingly find themselves facing. l
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